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MetaPress

We recently were informed that MetaPress will not be continuing its contract with SAA. The Council will receive additional information in other reports. While this will be a time of transition, I also hope it will be an opportunity to review all aspects of the journal – and SAA’s other publications – for possible production improvements.

Upcoming Issues

Volume 77, No. 1 (Spring/Summer 2014) is at the page proof stage. The issue totals 317 pages. It includes the presidential address, Pease Award winning paper, eight other articles, and six book reviews.

Volume 77, No. 2 (Fall/Winter 2014) is taking shape. To date, I have accepted nine articles totaling 70,200 words. Seven other authors have resubmitted articles, which I am reviewing for this issue and the following one.

Theodore Calvin Pease Award

The Theodore Calvin Pease Award Subcommittee (Tracy Jackson and Shelby Sanett) worked very efficiently. This was the second year of the earlier submission deadline (formerly May 1 but now Feb. 28, which is the same deadline as all other SAA awards) and revised criteria. We were able to notify the winner ahead of schedule.

I would be happy to answer any questions the Council may have about the Editorial Board or The American Archivist.